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g-band oscillations are thought to play a crucial role in information processing in cortical networks. In
addition to oscillatory activity between 30 and 60 Hz, current evidence from electro- and magneto-
encephalography (EEG/MEG) and local-field potentials (LFPs) has consistently shown oscillations >60 Hz
(high g-band) whose function and generating mechanisms are unclear. In the present paper, we
summarize data that highlights the importance of high g-band activity for cortical computations through
establishing correlations between the modulation of oscillations in the 60e200 Hz frequency and specific
cognitive functions. Moreover, we will suggest that high g-band activity is impaired in neuropsychiatric
disorders, such as schizophrenia and epilepsy. In the final part of the paper, we will review physiological
mechanisms underlying the generation of high g-band oscillations and discuss the functional implica-
tions of low vs. high g-band activity patterns in cortical networks.

� 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction: neural oscillations and brain functions

Research into neural oscillations in nervous systems has
received increasing interest in recent years due to their funda-
mental role in the coding and transmission of information (Uhlhaas
et al., 2009, Buzsaki, 2006; Fries, 2009). Oscillations in the low (1d, q,
a) and high (b, g) frequency bands are thought to play a funda-
mental role in basic aspects of information processing during
sensory processing and higher cognitive functions as well as for
synaptic plasticity and development of cortical networks (Buzsaki,
2006; Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004; Uhlhaas et al., 2009, 2010).
Moreover, computational and physiological work has uncovered
neurotransmitter systems and anatomical correlates of patterned,
rhythmic activity (Engel et al., 1991; Rodriguez et al., 2004; Traub
et al., 2004; Wang and Buzsaki, 1996) that offer important links
from basic science to clinical applications for translation research
(Uhlhaas and Singer, 2010).
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Of particular interest for the neural coding of information are
neural oscillations in the g-band range. Initial descriptions were
provided by Adrian and colleagues in the 1940s (Adrian, 1950). They
recorded LFPs from the olfactory bulb of anesthetized cats, rabbits
and hedgehogs and observed oscillations in the 40e60Hz frequency
range. Similarly, in a series of studies Freeman and colleagues
(Bressler and Freeman, 1980; Freeman and Skarda, 1985) reported
oscillations between 35 and 85 Hz with pronounced amplitude
w40 Hz in the olfactory bulb of cats, rabbits and rats. Systematic
correlations between olfactory perception and modulation of 40 Hz
activity led to the proposal that spatial and amplitudemodulation of
g-waves is related to the coding of information in the olfactory
system (Freeman, 1991).

Crucial evidence for a role of g-band oscillations in cortical
computations was reported by Gray et al. (1989). They investigated
the relations between stimulus-induced synchronization of g-band
oscillations and feature binding in cat primary visual cortex (V1).
The data demonstrated a correlation between oscillatory activity
w40 Hz and global properties of the stimulus. This finding led to
the binding-by-synchrony hypothesis, stating that synchronised
g-oscillations serve as a mechanism to coordinate distributed
neuronal responses (Singer, 1999; Singer and Gray, 1995).

In the following years, numerous studies identified close rela-
tions between oscillations w40 Hz and a variety of cognitive and
executive functions, comprising feature binding, polymodal
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Fig. 1. Taxonomy of g-band activity. g-Band oscillations cover a frequency range
from 30 to 600 Hz and can be differentiated into: 1) low g-band oscillations (e.g., Gray
et al., 1989; Tallon-Baudry et al., 1996); 2) U-band oscillations (60e120 Hz) originate
in the retina and propagate along the geniculo-cortical pathway (Munk and
Neuenschwander, 2000); 3) high g-band oscillations as observed in ECoG, LFP and
MEG-Data (Colgin et al., 2009; Crone et al., 1998; Gruetzner et al., 2010); 4) so called
“ripples”, short-lasting oscillatory phenomena covering a frequency range between
100e200 Hz (Bragin et al., 2010; Buzsáki et al., 1992); 5) ultra fast g-band oscillations
reach frequencies up to 600 Hz and have been reported during sensory processing
(e.g., Curio, 2000). 6) Finally, ripples can also occur between 250e600 Hz. These
oscillations frequently reflect hypersynchronous activity in epileptogenic regions
(Bragin et al., 2010).
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integration, working memory, motor-planning, attention and
access to consciousness (for a review see, Fries, 2009; Jensen et al.,
2007; Singer, 1999; Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999; Herrmann
et al., 2004; Uhlhaas et al., 2009). Such high-frequency oscilla-
tions are particularly effective to precisely time the occurrence of
neuronal discharges (Fries et al., 2001a) which is a necessary
prerequisite for synchronization of activity and for the generation
of temporal codes. In general, there is a correlation between the
distance over which synchronization is observed and the frequency
of the synchronised oscillations. Short distance synchronization
tends to occur at higher frequencies (in the g-band range) than
long-distance synchronization, which often manifests itself in the
be but also in the q- and a-frequency range (Kopell et al., 2000, von
Stein et al., 2000).

In addition to g-band activity w40 Hz, recent studies based on
MEG and Electrocorticography (ECog) have also reported g-band
oscillations >60 Hz that can reach up to 200 Hz (for reviews see
Crone et al., 2006; Jerbi et al., 2009). These so called “high g-band
oscillations” have been identified previously in animal experiments
in the retina and cortex and referred to as U-oscillations (Munk and
Neuenschwander, 2000) (for a taxonomy of different g-bands see
Fig. 1).

In the following paper we aim to provide a comprehensive
perspective on high g-band activity in cortical networks by sum-
marising data from recent studies in our laboratory and other
groups. We shall review some of the early studies with EEG and
MEG on low g-band activity that highlighted the importance of
oscillations in the 30e60 Hz frequency range for normal cognitive
functions as well as for brain disorders, such as schizophrenia.
Subsequently, we shall discuss the data from LFPs, electrocortico-
graphical (ECcoG) andMEG-studies which have consistently shown
high g-band oscillations in the context of a range of cognitive and
perceptual processes. Finally, we shall provide an overview of the
physiological mechanisms underlying the generation of high
g-band activity and discuss the implication of these findings for
research into neural oscillations.

2. Low (30e60 Hz) g-band oscillations and brain function

2.1. Low (30e60 Hz) g-band oscillations in EEG- and MEG-data

The hypothesis that synchronised 40 Hz oscillations are related
to the binding of stimulus elements in visual perception triggered
a series of studies with EEG andMEG. Tallon-Baudry and colleagues
carried out a series of seminal studies that provided important
support for this hypothesis. In the first experiment (Tallon-Baudry
et al., 1996) the authors presented illusory triangles (Kanizsa
squares) to human observers in two conditions: 1) two coherent
stimuli (a Kanizsa and a real triangle) and a non-coherent stimulus
(no-triangle stimulus). EEG-data were obtained and analysed for
the frequency content of both phase-locked (evoked) and non-
phase-locked (induced) oscillatory activity. The results showed
oscillatory activity predominantly in the 40 Hz frequency range. An
early evoked 40 Hz response did not vary with stimulation condi-
tionwhereas the induced activity with a latencyw280ms was only
apparent in response to coherent triangles. In a second study
(Tallon-Baudry et al., 1997a) performed with the same paradigm
but with MEG-recordings, evoked but not induced 40 Hz activity
could be identified.

Further evidence for the role of 40 Hz induced oscillations in
the construction of coherent object representations was obtained
with a visual search task (Tallon-Baudry et al., 1997b). Partici-
pants were required to detect a hidden Dalmatian dog vs.
a neutral stimulus in which no Gestalt was perceived. Perception
of the Dalmatian resulted in a selective enhancement of induced
EEG-activity w40 Hz. Similarly, induced rhythmic activity around
40 Hz over occipitotemporal and frontal electrodes was also
present during the delay period of a working memory task
(Tallon-Baudry et al., 1998, for studies extending the relationship
between g-band oscillations and long-term memory see Gruber
and Müller, 2006).

These and other findings by Tallon-Baudry and colleagues led
to the proposal that induced g-band activity is related to the
construction of coherent object representations and the mainte-
nance of information inworkingmemory. In contrast, evoked 40 Hz
oscillations were considered unrelated to higher cognitive func-
tions (Tallon-Baudry and Bertrand, 1999). Several studies, however,
have demonstrated in the meantime that evoked oscillations are
strongly influenced by top-down factors, such as attention (Tiitinen
et al., 1993) and task instructions (Herrmann et al., 1999) (for
a review see Herrmann et al., 2004).

Further evidence for the role of synchronised 40 Hz oscillations
in the large-scale coordination of distributed neural responses was
reported in a study by Rodriguez et al. (1999). The authors applied
a novel method to examine the stability of phase relations across
experimental trials of induced oscillations to obtain an estimate of
the precision of synchrony independently of oscillation amplitude
(Lachaux et al., 1999). EEG-data were obtained during the percep-
tion of Mooney faces. These consist of degraded pictures of human
faces where all shades of grey are removed, the shadows rendered
in black and the highlights in white. In these experiments, ampli-
tude and synchrony of 40 Hz oscillations were found to correlate
with the construction of coherent object representations. Oscilla-
tions w40 Hz were characterised by enhanced long-range
synchronization between temporal and parietal electrodes, sug-
gesting that phase-synchronization of g-band activity serves as
a mechanism for the large-scale integration of distributed neuronal
responses (Varela et al., 2001).

Close relations between long-range synchronization in the
g-band and conscious perception were demonstrated in a study by
Melloni et al. (2007). Participants had to detect and identify
a briefly exposed word (33 ms) presented between masking
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stimuli. EEG signals were analysed for spectral power and precision
of phase synchrony over a wide frequency range and for event-
related potentials. The first electrophysiological event that distin-
guished seen fromunseenwordswas an early and transient burst of
long-distance synchronization observed in the low g-band. In
contrast, regional distributions of g-spectral power revealed no
significant differences between conditions, suggesting that access
to conscious perception is reflected in an early transient global
increase of phase synchrony of oscillatory activity in the
g-frequency range.

2.2. Low (30e60 Hz) g-band oscillations in psychiatric disorders

Aberrant g-band activity in the 30e60 Hz range has received
increasing attention as a pathophysiological mechanism in neuro-
psychiatric disorders (see Uhlhaas and Singer, 2006, for a review).
Numerous studies have revealed that g-band activity is abnormal in
schizophrenia, autism and Alzheimer’s disease (Koenig et al., 2005;
Wilson et al., 2007). The option to examine the mechanisms
underlying synchronised g-band oscillations in animal models and
in in-vitro preparations makes it now possible to identify patho-
physiological mechanisms and to develop targeted pharmacolog-
ical interventions (Roopun et al., 2008a).

Deficits in the amplitude and synchrony of g-band oscillations in
the 30e60 Hz range have been a particular focus in schizophrenia
research (for reviews see Uhlhaas et al., 2008; Uhlhaas and Singer,
2010). Several reports (Kwon et al., 1999; Spencer et al., 2008)
demonstrated robust impairments in the auditory steady state
response (ASSR) to 40 Hz stimulation in patients with schizo-
phrenia. Steady-state responses (SSRs) are a basic neural response
to a temporally modulated stimulus to which SSRs are synchron-
ised in frequency and phase. Thus, they probe the ability of
neuronal networks to generate and maintain oscillatory activity in
different frequency bands.

In addition, there is evidence for reductions in the amplitude of
evoked and induced g-band oscillations. Consistent with the
evidence that early sensory processes are impaired (Uhlhaas et al.,
2006a; Silverstein et al., 2006), several studies have also demon-
strated abnormalities in stimulus-locked oscillations w40 Hz
during auditory and visual processing (Johannesen et al., 2008;
Spencer et al., 2003). Schizophrenia is furthermore associated
with reductions in the amplitude and synchrony of self-generated,
rhythmic activity in the 30e60 Hz frequency range in a number of
cortical regions (Haenschel et al., 2009; Spencer et al., 2003;
Uhlhaas et al., 2006b). Several studies have shown, for example,
reduced phase-synchronization of oscillations in the g-band but
also at b-frequency during perceptual organisation (Spencer et al.,
2003; Uhlhaas et al., 2006b). These findings suggest that
impaired synchronization of induced oscillations could underlie the
hypothesized functional dysconnectivity of cortical networks in
schizophrenia (Friston, 1999).

The neuronal mechanisms responsible for the generation of
oscillations and synchrony in the 30e60 Hz frequency range have
been studied extensively both in vivo and in-vitro (see section 4).
This allows in some instances to establish links between
anatomical deficits and abnormalities in neurotransmitter
systems in schizophrenia that may underlie abnormalities seen in
EEG and MEG studies. Specifically, the finding that g-band
oscillations are dependent upon Gamma-aminobutyric acid
(GABA)ergic interneurons is compatible with a large body of
evidence suggesting alterations in GABAergic neurotransmission
in schizophrenia, including a reduction in the messenger RNA
(mRNA) of glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) 67 and deficits in
Parvalbumin-positive (PV) interneurons (for a review see Lewis
et al., 2005).
2.3. Low (30e60 Hz) g-band oscillations in EEG-data and
microsaccades

Recently, the validity of many EEG studies that reported induced
40 Hz activity has been questioned by Yuval-Greenberg et al.
(2008). Their critique was based on the observation that artefacts
from muscular activity related to microsaccades exhibit a spectral
profile similar to that of 40 Hz activity reported previously. As the
frequency of microsaccade occurrence is influenced by stimulation
but microsaccades do not occur precisely time-locked to the stim-
ulus event, these artefacts are easily misinterpreted as stimulus-
induced 40 Hz activity. In the study of Yuval-Greenberg and
colleagues, stimulus-induced power changes in the 40 Hz range
were in fact almost exclusively related to artefacts from
microsaccades.

It is important to note that these artefacts can be most easily
confounded with brain-derived 40 Hz activity when the analysis of
EEG-data is performed in a nose reference system. In contrast, these
artefacts appear with an eye-centered topography when analysed
in average reference as pointed out by Melloni et al. (2009) and can
therefore be identified and excluded.

Unfortunately several (but not all) studies on 40 Hz activity in
the EEG literature have been performed using the nose reference
system (i.e. Rodriguez et al., 1999; Tallon-Baudry et al., 1996, 1998).
Another confound is saccade related corollary activity that origi-
nates in the brain and may give rise to true oscillations in the
gamma frequency range (Melloni et al., 2009). It is therefore a topic
of future reanalysis and research to validate or disprove these
specific reports on 40 Hz activity in the EEG.

3. High (60e200 Hz) g-band oscillations and brain function

3.1. High g-band oscillations in invasive electrophysiology

Data obtained from simultaneous recordings from the retina,
lateral geniculate (LGN) and cortex showed that rhythms above
60 Hz are present in the retina and that this fast oscillatory
patterning of responses propagates through the visual pathways by
a feedforward mechanism (Castelo-Branco et al., 1998; Laufer and
Verzeano, 1967; Neuenschwander et al., 2003; Neuenschwander
and Singer, 1996). Retinal ganglion cells exhibit precise oscillatory
activity patterns from recurrent local inhibitory interactions, which
become synchronous over large distances by means of electrical
coupling via gap junctions (Vaney, 1994). Synchronous oscillations
in the retina are dependent on stimulus size and contrast
(Neuenschwander et al., 1999), but also on stimulus-continuity
(Neuenschwander and Singer, 1996), suggesting that they may
convey global information about the image (Stephens et al., 2006).
Since the fast oscillations originating in the retina propagate along
the geniculo-cortical pathway (Castelo-Branco et al., 1998), they
may entrain target circuits in the cortex, reducing input spike
variability (Kenyon et al., 2004). In accordancewith this suggestion,
it has been shown that neurons in both the LGN and the cortex
respond preferentially to synchronous spikes (Alonso et al., 1996),
indicating that synchronous oscillatory inputs may be particularly
salient for cortical neurons.

The entrainment of cortical activity by fast oscillatory inputs
seems to depend on the level of central activation. Experiments in
the anesthetized cat where cortical state transitions were induced
by electrical stimulation of the mesencephalic reticular formation
(Herculano-Houzel et al., 1999; Munk and Neuenschwander, 2000)
have shown that the temporal characteristics of the responses in
the visual cortex may change drastically depending on the activa-
tion of modulatory projections. At intermediate levels of cortical
activation (characterised by high amplitude delta fluctuations in
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the EEG), the responses are dominated by high g-band inputs
(70e105 Hz), which were shown to originate in the retina (Castelo-
Branco et al., 1998). During activated states (high g-band compo-
nents in the EEG), on the other hand, the cortical responses exhibit
the classical low g-band rhythms (20e65 Hz). It is still unclear
whether and how fast oscillatory inputs (e.g., fast retinal oscilla-
tions) entrain or interact with other cortical rhythms.

Electrophysiological studies in monkeys have shown that high
g-band activity may also be involved in higher cognitive functions
such as working memory and movement planning and are tightly
related to the behavioural task (Pesaran et al., 2002; Pipa et al.,
2009; Wu et al., 2008). Pipa et al. (2009) showed that LFPs recor-
ded in the prefrontal cortex of rhesus monkeys expressed sustained
and stimulus specific high g-band oscillations during the memory
phase of a visual short-termmemory paradigm. This highlights that
the high g-band oscillatory pattern can be both stimulus induced
but also intrinsically generated (Fig. 2).

Clear evidence that distinct g-band frequencies may be related
to different mechanisms comes from studies in the hippocampus.
g-band oscillations in CA1 occupy separate frequency bands, one
ranging from 25 to 50 Hz and the other from 65 to 140 Hz. These
distinct rhythms have different origins: high g-band oscillations are
entrained by the entorhinal cortex, while the low g-band oscilla-
tions are generated intrinsically within the hippocampal network
(Bragin et al., 1995; Csicsvari et al., 2003). Recently, Colgin et al.
(2009) have shown in the rat that during periods of low g-band
activity in CA1, neuronal synchronization is particularly strong
(measured as coherence) between CA1 and CA3. Conversely, during
periods of high g-band oscillations, CA1 activity is entrained by the
high-frequency entorhinal oscillations.
Fig. 2. g-Band activity in prefrontal LFP during a working memory task. Performance-dep
potentials. (A, B) Time-frequency lc-maps for a visual memory task. After sample stimulus
compared to the test stimulus. A lc-map provides the percentage of sites/pairs with signi
ordinate represent peri-stimulus time aligned to the onset of sample stimuli and signal fre
changes (‘S’, ‘T’: Sample and Test stimulus presentation, ‘Delay’: during delay the information
middle column maps for phase-locking. (C, D) shows the same as A and B but for scrambled
amount of modulation of lc for power in C and for phase-locking in D that can be expecte
expressed as a z-score in relation to the mean and standard deviation of purely randommod
score (zcrit ¼ 4.19) for a two sided modulation and a test level 1% has been Bonferroni correc
and 16 non-overlapping frequency bands between 7 and 95 Hz. Especially during the delay
other frequencies are not effected by the behavioural performance. In G, the stimulus-sele
percentage of sites with significant differences in power across different stimuli. (H) Modulat
specific oscillations occur in the classical and high g-band activity with frequencies up to 9
3.2. High g-band activity in ECoG-data

ECoG recordings with surgically implanted electrodes allow the
direct recording of brain activity that is particularly suited for the
examination of low-amplitude high g-band oscillations (for
reviews see Crone et al., 2006; Engel et al., 2005). Measurements
with EcoG are restricted to patients who undergo functional
mapping and seizure localisation with subdural electrodes prior to
surgical treatment for epilepsy. These studies have consistently
reported g-band oscillations at frequencies >60 Hz during a wide
range of cognitive tasks (for a reviews see Crone et al., 2006; Jerbi
et al., 2009) but also at lower g-band frequencies (Axmacher
et al., 2010; Howard et al., 2003).

One of the first studies to demonstrate high g-band activity was
reported by Crone et al. (1998). They recorded ECoG-signals from 5
patients during a visuo-motor task in which participants were
required to make a sustained voluntary muscle contraction in
response to a visual stimulus. Event-related g-band synchroniza-
tion occurred in a low (35e50 Hz) and in a higher g-band range
(75e100 Hz) which differed with respect to temporal and spatial
characteristics. High g-band oscillations were transient and
increased during the motor response. In contrast, low g-band
activity began after the onset of the motor response and was
characterised by a sustained response, suggesting independent
functions and mechanisms.

High g-band responses have also been consistently reported
during visual and auditory processing. Edwards et al. (2005) recor-
ded ECoG-signals from left frontal and temporal cortex during an
auditory mismatch negativity paradigm (MMN). Deviant tones
generated an N100-response that was localised in anterior auditory
endent and stimulus-specific oscillations and their phase-locking in prefrontal field
presentation for 0.5 s, the information of the sample has to be maintained for 3 s and
ficant increases of power/phase-locking in trials with correct responses. Abscissa and
quency, respectively. Color codes provide the percentage of sites/pairs with significant
of the sample has to be maintained). The left column provides maps for power and the

(lchance) trials to destroy any existing performance effect. Hence, lchance-maps show the
d purely by chance. (E, F) The same modulation of lc-maps as shown in E and F but
ulation of the lchance-maps shown in A and B ðzl ¼ ðlc � lchanceÞ=s

lchance
Þ. The critical z-

ted for 24 non-overlapping sliding windows during pre-sample, sample, delay, and test
period, high gamma oscillations dominate the performance related modulation, while
ctive responses are shown based on time-frequency ls-map. Color codes provide the
ions of the ls(P)-map expressed as z-score in respect to baseline (�0.5 to 0 s). Stimulus-
0 Hz (adapted from Pipa et al., 2009).
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cortices, the superior temporal pole (STP) and the superior temporal
gyrus (STG). In addition, time-frequency analyses of induced and
evoked oscillations revealed both low and high g-band activity.
Similarly to the results of Crone et al. (1998), low and high g-band
activity was characterised by distinct localisations and temporal
profiles. In a second study, high g-band activity was also enhanced
during selective attention in an auditory task (Ray et al., 2008a).

Lachaux et al. (2005) examined oscillatory activity in ECoG-data
with Mooney faces in 4 epileptic patients. The pattern of g-band
activity revealed a different spectral profile than reported with
scalp-recorded EEG-data (Rodriguez et al., 1999). ECoG-data
showed an increase of g-band oscillations between 50e150 Hz and
a concurrent decrease in the lower g-band. High g-band activity
was recorded in the fusiform gyrus, the lateral occipital gyrus and
the intra-parietal sulcus. Occipitotemporal sites were the first to be
activated, closely followed by the parietal sites, while portions of
the primary visual cortex seemed to deactivate temporarily.
Comparison between face vs. no-face responses revealed signifi-
cantly stronger high g-band activity (50e150 Hz) in the lateral
occipital gyrus.

High g-band activity has also been linked to higher cognitive
functions, such asworkingmemoryand language processing.Mainy
et al. (2008) analysed ECoG-data in mesiotemporal structures
during the encoding of a series of 10 letters. High g-band activity
(50e150 Hz) was found in regions associated with the phonological
loop, including Broca’s area and auditory cortex, in the prefrontal
cortex as well as in the fusiform gyrus and hippocampus. This
activity increased with the number of items to be encoded.

Finally, low and high g-band oscillations have also been
observed in human cortex during sleep. Le Van Quyen et al. (2010)
examined g-band oscillations during polysomnographically
defined sleepewake states using large-scale microelectrode
recordings in epilepsy patients. Two distinct g-band frequencies,
one in the lower (w40 Hz) and another in the higher (80e120 Hz)
frequency range, were expressed during slow-wave sleep (SWS)
and correlatedwith positive potentials in the EEG. In contrast to the
conditions encountered during the awake state, low and high
g-band oscillations were characterised by a similar temporal
profile.

3.3. High gamma-band oscillations in MEG-data

Support for the existence and functional relevance of high
g-band activity comes from a series of MEG-experiments that
parallel the findings from ECoG-experiments.

In a recent study (Gruetzner et al., 2010; Fig. 3), we usedMooney
faces stimuli and performed a time-frequency analysis to investi-
gate the relationship between perceptual closure and high g-band
activity. Sensor-data revealed sustained high g-band activity
between 60e100 Hz associated with the processing of Mooney
stimuli while low g-band oscillations decreased. Closure-related
g-band activity was observed between 200 and 300 ms over occi-
pitotemporal channels between 60e100 Hz. Time-resolved source
reconstruction revealed an early (0e200 ms) coactivation of caudal
inferior temporal gyrus (cITG) and regions in posterior parietal
cortex (PPC) that was larger for perceived faces. At the time of
perceptual closure (200e400 ms), this activation in the cITG
extended to the fusiform gyrus. Our data are in agreement with the
findings by Lachaux et al. (2005) with ECoG-data that show that the
network underlying the perceptual closure of Mooney faces oper-
ates mainly in the high g-band range.

High g-band activity has also been observed during memory
processes. Jokisch and Jensen (2007) recorded MEG-signals while
participants performed a delayed-match-to-sample task. Partici-
pants were instructed to remember either the identity or the spatial
orientation of briefly presented faces. Maintenance of visual
information in the orientation condition resulted in significantly
enhanced high g-band activity w80 Hz over occipito-parietal
sensors. A beamforming approach localised the high g-band
activity to sources in the occipital lobe. In a second study, Osipova
et al. (2006) demonstrated that high g-band activity in visual cortex
during the encoding period of a declarative memory task is also
predictive for the later retrieval of information.

Additional data from MEG-studies implicating high g-band
activity in auditory working memory has been reported by Kaiser
et al. (2008). The authors examined stimulus-specific g-band
components during auditory spatial short-term memory. Partici-
pants were presented with right- or left-lateralized sounds that
differed in their lateralization angles. g-band patterns in different
frequency ranges (59 Hz, 62 Hz, 68 Hz, 72 Hz) were found for each
sample stimulus over parieto-occipital cortex during the middle
200e300 ms of the delay phase, suggesting a role of distinct
g-bands in the maintenance of auditory information. The same
group also reported high g-band activity during the perception of
Kanizsa squares (Kaiser et al., 2004). Previous work by Tallon-
Baudry et al. (1997a) failed to find evidence for induced g-band
activity during perceptual grouping inMEG-data. In contrast, Kaiser
et al. (2004) observed that the perception of illusory triangles was
correlated with an increase of g-band activity w70 Hz peaking at
240 ms over occipital sensors.

Recent evidence fromMEG also suggests that synchronization in
the high g-band oscillations and their synchronization enhances
the processing of attended stimuli and facilitates attentional
selection. Siegel et al. (2008) examined oscillations in the 5e100 Hz
frequency range in a spatially cued motion discrimination task.
Participants were required to detect motion of a dynamic random
dot pattern that was preceded by a small dot in either the left or
right hemifield that led to a covert attentional shift. The onset of the
dynamic dot patterns was followed by transient high gamma-band
response (50e100 Hz) over posterior sensors while oscillatory
activity below 50 Hz decreased. A beamforming source localisation
revealed a differential attentional effect for different frequencies in
several cortical regions along the dorsal visual pathway. Finally,
attentional modulation caused an increase in the synchronization
between source-related activity in the alpha, beta, low and high
g-frequency range.

Differential modulation of low and high gamma-band activity as
reported in ECoG and other invasive electrophysiological studies
has also been observed in several MEG-recordings. Hoogenboom
et al. (2006) presented sine wave grating at fixation and partici-
pants had to indicate via a button press whether a change in the
acceleration of the grating occurred. The visual stimulation trig-
gered a consistent pattern of induced g-band oscillations at two
frequencies in the calcarine sulcus: 1) A lower frequency oscillation
at 40 Hz and 2) an increase between 70e80 Hz that was maximal in
the calcarine sulcus.

Further evidence for the role of low and high g-band activity
comes from studies that examined the relationship between
specific cognitive processes and differential modulations of g-band
oscillation frequency. Vidal et al. (2006) examined the influence of
visual grouping and attention-related information processing
during a delayed-match-to-sample task. In the encoding phase, the
display was either homogeneous (grouping condition) or items
differed in color (attention condition). Thus, attention could be
either focussed on a subset of items or distributed on the whole
display. Grouping-related g-band oscillations were present in all
conditions but modulated by the grouping properties of the stim-
ulus (one or two groups) in the high g-band (70e120 Hz) at central
occipital locations. Attention-related g-band oscillations appeared
as an additional component whenever attentional focusing was



Fig. 3. High g-band activity during perceptual closure in MEG-data. a) Examples of a inverted-scrambled (left) and upright Mooney face. b) Statistical analysis of power changes in
response to upright Mooney faces. All data represent grand averages or statistical analysis across all subjects. The top part of the panel shows the temporal evolution of the
topography of the statistical analysis; the bottom panel contains power spectra and time-frequency representations (TFRs) for specific sensors. c) Differences in source power at
80 Hz between the face and the non-face condition (t values masked by p < 0.01, corrected). Time intervals are plotted from top to bottom, and consecutive brain slices are plotted
from left to right for each time interval (slice distance, 20 mm) in neurological convention. Each cluster is marked on one slice per time interval, with the circles representing the
center of each cluster (1e14). Red clusters represent stronger source power for faces; blue clusters represent stronger source power for non-faces (t values masked by p < 0.01, not
corrected). 1, Superior parietal lobe; 2, caudal inferior temporal gyrus (cITG); 3, superior temporal gyrus; 4, right anterior inferotemporal cortex (aIT); 5, left aIT; 6, angular/
supramarginal gyrus; 7, orbitofrontal cortex; 8, middle frontal gyrus (MiFG); 9, right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG); 10, left IFG; 11, fusiform face area (FFA); 12, primary visual cortex;
13, premotor cortex; 14, cingulate gyrus (adapted from Gruetzner et al., 2010).
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requested in the low g-band (44e66 Hz) at parietal locations. These
findings suggest that different visuo-perceptual processes
(perceptual grouping vs. attentional focusing) correlate robustly
with high and low g-band activity respectively, suggesting a func-
tional specialisation of the two frequencies in cortical processing.

Distinct correlations between the frequency of g-band oscilla-
tions and cognitive processes were reported by the same group in
a second study (Wyart and Tallon-Baudry, 2008). MEG-signals were
recorded while participants attended toward or away from faint
stimuli that were reported as consciously seen only half of the time.
The analysis of induced oscillations revealed distinct and inde-
pendent neural correlates of visual awareness and spatial attention
in the low and high g-band. Thus, both attended and unattended
consciously seen stimuli induced increased activity in the
50e110 Hz range over occipital sensors. Spatial attention on the
other hand led to an enhanced high (76e90 Hz) g-band activity
over parieto-occipital regions to both consciously seen and unseen
stimuli whereas the awareness related effect correlated with
activity modulation in the low (54e64 Hz) g-band range over
occipital sensors.
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3.4. High g-band oscillations in psychiatric and neurological
disorders

Abnormal high g-band activity has been consistently associated
with epilepsy in the EEG before and during epileptic events (for
a review see Rampp and Stefan, 2006; Bragin et al., 2010). Specif-
ically, high-frequency oscillations above 100 Hz (ripples) have been
proposed as a biomarker for epilepsy (Bragin et al., 2010).

Ripples are a feature of the rodent, cat and human brain that
occur predominantly in the hippocampus and cortex and are short-
lasting oscillatory phenomena that reach up to frequencies of
200 Hz. During normal brain functioning, ripples occur during
sensory stimulation, SWS andmemory consolidation (Buzsáki et al.,
1992). In addition, there is also evidence that ripples above 200 Hz,
so called fast ripples, reflect pathological hypersynchrony of
neuronal clusters that can be recorded in patients with medial
temporal lobe epilepsy as well as in rodent models (Bragin et al.,
2010). Fast ripples can reach frequencies up to 600 Hz but a differ-
entiation between pathological vs. normal ripple activity on the
basis of frequency alone is not possible as oscillations in the
200e600 Hz frequency range have also been recorded in normal
neocortex (e.g., Curio, 2000).

Recent evidence points also to a role of dysfunction in high
g-band oscillations in the pathophysiology of cognitive dysfunc-
tions in schizophrenia. Haenschel et al. (2009) investigated the
relationship between impairments in oscillatory activity in a broad
frequency range (3e100 Hz) and working memory (WM) in
a delayed-match-to-sample paradigm in 14 patients with early-
onset schizophrenia and 14 matched control participants. During
the early retention period, patients with schizophrenia showed
a WM-dependent increase in induced alpha and g-band activity
that was comparable to controls. In contrast, during the later
maintenance phase, patients showed a shift in the peak of induced
g-band activity to lower WM-load conditions over anterior elec-
trodes. In addition, high g-band activity was reduced in patients
during the retrieval period.

We recently examined withMEG high g-band activity in chronic
as well as in unmedicated, first episode (FE) patients with schizo-
phrenia (Tillmann et al., 2008). In chronic schizophrenia patients,
impaired task performance during the perception of Mooney faces
was accompanied by a widespread deficit in the power of g-band
oscillations between 60 and 120 Hz in a time window of
50e300 ms after stimulus onset. Analysis of source-related activity
with a beamforming approach revealed pronounced reductions in
g-band activity in the right temporal lobe. In addition, analyses of
MEG-responses from the FE-sample revealed that the reductions in
high gamma-band activity were also present at the onset of the
disorder, suggesting that these abnormalities in g-band activity are
not an artefact of medication.

4. Physiological correlates of low and high g-band activity

Given the potential importance of high g-band oscillations for
cortical processes, the precise nature and generating mechanisms
are crucial for the interpretation of physiological signals. Indeed,
recent studies have questioned whether high g-band activity is
reflecting an oscillatory process and not simply spiking activity
(Ray et al., 2008b).

In order to address these issues, we will now discuss mecha-
nisms that can induce synchronised oscillations in the low and high
g-band. To distinguish between different mechanisms, we will also
discuss the features of the oscillations and their power spectra.
Specifically we are going to propose that the width of the spectra,
i.e. narrow banded oscillations vs. broad banded oscillations, may
be an important criterion to distinguish g-band activity generated
by an oscillatory process from g-band modulations caused by
spiking activity.

4.1. Gamma oscillations induced by mutual inhibition, excitation,
recurrent inhibition and gap-junction coupling

Mutual inhibition, mutual excitation and recurrent inhibition
emerge from the interaction of elements in a network. It is important
to note that emergent oscillations can be very different from the
dynamical patterns of the isolated individual neurons. Experimental
and theoretical studies highlighted the importance and stability
of recurrent inhibition for all three mechanisms (Van Vreeswijk
et al., 1994; Uhlhaas et al., 2009; Kopell and Ermentrout, 2004;
Vicente et al., 2008).

Recurrent inhibition generates the oscillation and synchronizes
the population by the delayed interplay of excitation and inhibition.
Especially for the biologically relevant case of coupling by-delay
and heterogeneous networks, recurrent inhibition between excit-
atory and inhibitory sub-networks was found to stabilize and
induce zero phase synchronization reliably and quickly (Kopell
et al., 2000; Van Vreeswijk et al., 1994; Vicente et al., 2008). In
addition, synchronization via recurrent inhibition can synchronize
neuronal activity without changing the overall firing rate of
neurons (Tiesinga and Sejnowski, 2004; Buia and Tiesinga, 2006).

The frequency of oscillations emerging from recurrent inhibi-
tion can be determined by several parameters, including driving
strength, synaptic strength, and synaptic decay time (White et al.,
1998). For regimes in which parameters other than the synaptic
decay dominate the network frequency, even small heterogeneity
across the neurons and conduction delays can destabilize oscilla-
tory firing pattern and synchronization in the network (White et al.,
1998). This makes the synaptic dynamics, i.e. the synaptic decay,
the most important parameter that determines oscillation
frequency. Chow et al. found that oscillation frequency for a simple
model is proportional to the synaptic decay time and depends
much less on the drive to the cells. This fact gives rise to a major
restriction in the maximum oscillation frequency that can be
generated by recurrent inhibition. Given typical decay times of
chemical synapses, the oscillation frequency generated by recur-
rent inhibition seems to be limited to frequencies up to 80 Hz.

Recent experimental studies showed that both low and high
g-band activity are paced by synaptic inhibition. Oke et al. (2010)
examined kainate and carbachol induced oscillations in slices of
rat visual cortex. Current source density analysis showed that high
g-band oscillations (peak frequency w80 Hz) and low g-band
activity (peak frequency w37 Hz) co-existed albeit with important
differences in regards to localisation and pharmacological profile.
High g-band oscillations occurred in layer II while low g-band
activity was found predominantly in layer V. In addition, pharma-
cological manipulation showed that g-band activity is depended on
AMPA receptor-mediated excitation, GABA-A receptor-mediated
inhibition and gap junctions, indicating that high g-band oscilla-
tions are generated by rhythmic recurrent synaptic excitation and
inhibition in layer III, similar to the g-band oscillation in the
entorhinal cortex (Cunningham et al., 2003) and somatosensory
cortex (Buhl et al., 1998).

Van der Meer and Redish (2009) examined LFP-data in the
ventral striatum of rats during a spatial decision task and showed
a systematic relationship between low and high g-band oscillations
and fast-spiking interneurons (FSI). The authors reported prom-
inent low g-band activity (45e55 Hz) as well as high g-band
oscillations (70e85 Hz) that were characterised by distinct rela-
tionships to behavior, task events, and spiking activity. Specifically,
both g-band frequencies showed different phase, firing rate, and
coherence relationships with FSI.
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Current models and electrophysiological evidence suggests that
oscillations >80 Hz are gap-junction mediated (Whittington et al.,
2000). Gap-junction coupling is nearly instantaneous and therefore
makes the decay time of the synaptic currents become less
important for the stability of the synchronization among the
neurons of a homogenous, i.e. either purely excitatory or inhibitory,
population or subpopulation (Bartos et al., 2007). Gap junctions act
as a diffusive coupling mechanism and therefore homogenize the
membrane fluctuation of the neurons in the network (Kopell et al.,
2000). This in turn stabilizes high-frequency oscillatory synchrony
arising by recurrent excitation and mutual inhibition and therefore
allows for stable frequencies up to 200 Hz (Buzsaki and Draguhn,
2004). The importance of gap-junction mediated oscillatory
synchrony was highlighted in experimental studies that demon-
strated that fast oscillations with up to 200 Hz can be observed
even if chemical synaptic transmission is blocked (Buzsaki and
Draguhn, 2004).

4.2. Network gamma oscillations induced by clustering

Another mechanism that can induce high g-band activity, even
in networks without gap-junction coupling, is based on an effect
that is called clustering (Friedrich and Kinzel, 2009; Jin et al., 2009;
Kitajima and Kurths, 2009) or phase coding (O’Keefe and Recce,
1993; Buzsaki, 2002). Clustering describes the effect when
different subpopulations of a larger network fire with the same
frequency but have systematic phase relation between them
(Fig. 4a1 and a2). A simple example of clustering is a larger network
separated into two clusters. All clusters fire with the same
frequency f but are shifted in phase, i.e. shift by 2p/3 leading. In
principle, a more complicated phase relations between more than
two populations can occur, i.e. N clusters with each a phase offset of
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Fig. 4. Phase coding and clustering. The principle of phase coding and clustering is that
frequency is 40 Hz. The principle is demonstrated for three different sub-processes in a1.
alignment to the carrier wave is different for each of the sub-processes. b1 demonstrates the
first and second processes from figure a1. The blue process in b1 is composed of all three pro
process is a purely sinusoidal wave with a frequency of 120 Hz. a2, a3 show the power spect
b2 and b3 show the power spectra of the compound processes shown in b1. The red compou
occurs at 120 Hz. The purely sinusoidal blue curve has a single power component at 120 H
2p/N (Fig. 4a1 and b1). In general, clustering leads to additional
frequency components at the frequencies 2f, 3f, ., Nf. Whether all
frequencies (2f, 3f, ., Nf) are induced depends on the exact phase
relations but is independent of the dominant frequency f of each
individual oscillation (Fig. 4a2, a3, b2 and b3).

To distinguish phase coding from other mechanisms that induce
additional frequency peaks in the spectra at the harmonics of the
carrier frequency, one can study the spiking activities of individual
neurons in relation to the dominant carrier oscillation with
frequency f. In case of clustered networks spikes of individual
neurons in the network should occur preferentially at certain
phases of the oscillation. Using this strategy clustering was
confirmed experimentally for example in the hippocampus of rats
(O’Keefe and Recce, 1993; Buzsaki, 2002) and in the prefrontal
cortex of monkeys (Siegel et al., 2009). In both cases the relative
phase of an individual cluster, i.e. sub network, was associated with
behaviourly relevant information.

4.3. Entrainment and non-linear mixing of high g-band activity

Both entrainment and non-linear mixing can induce high
g-band activity but the mechanisms are very different from
mechanisms such as recurrent inhibition. While recurrent inhibi-
tion leads to oscillatory synchrony that emerges by the interplay of
different elements of the network, both entrainment and non-
linear mixing are fully determined by the properties of individual
elements of the network and not by their mutual interaction.

The basic idea of entrainment is that an oscillation froma rhythm
generator is transferred to larger populations via synchronization.
Maybe the simplest mechanism of such synchronization is
entrainment via common drive from a single source (Huang and
Pipa, 2007), i.e. from other cortical and sub-cortical areas (Steriade
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et al., 1993), that synchronizes the respective target cells. In local
networks, pacemaker cells with intrinsic oscillatory activity can
entrain the network activity in a certain frequency range, e.g.,
chattering cells or fast-rhythmic bursting cells that have been dis-
cussed to be involved in generating stimulus driven gamma oscil-
lations (Gray and McCormick, 1996; Steriade et al., 1998). It is
important to note that entrainment determines both the rhythm
and the synchronization among the target population. The oscilla-
tion frequency of such an entrained network is determined by the
frequency of the generator and the properties of the network
elements that are entrained. If the firing frequency of individual
neurons is high, the rhythmic activity of such entrained oscillation
can reach g-band frequencies.

Another mechanism that leads to narrow band high-frequency
oscillations is non-linearmixing of at least twooscillations (Priestley,
1983).When two signals with frequency f1 and f2 aremixed linearly,
it is well known that the resulting signal is just the linear superpo-
sition, and that the power spectrum of the composed signal is the
sum of the two individual spectral profiles. However, when signals
are mixed non-linearly the resulting spectral profile can be different
and contain other frequencies than the frequencies of the mixed
signals themselves (Priestley, 1983). Experimental evidence for non-
linear mixing was found across different species, modalities, and
types of neuronal activity (Kleinfeld and Mehta, 2006).

4.4. Broad band high g-band activity induced by synaptic currents

g-band spectra >60 Hz can also be the result of the superposi-
tion of non-oscillatory activity. Thus, it had been hypothesized that
broad band high g-band could reflect multi unit activity of non-
synchronised local neuronal population (e.g., Ray et al., 2008b;
Miller et al., 2009).

The assumption is that the measured signal results from the
superposition of a very large number of synaptic currents in a local
population (Fig. 5c1). The spectral profile of each of the synaptic
currents is determined by the spectral profile (Fig. 5b2 and b3) of
the incoming spike trains (Fig. 5b1), and in addition by the
temporal characteristics of each synapse (Fig. 5a1). In a simple
linear model the temporal activation of the synapse can be
modeled as a filter (Fig. 5a2 and a3) acting on the spectrum of the
point process. Since spike trains are very transient signals, their
spectral profile usually contains high-frequency and broad band
components (Fig. 5b2 and b3).

These findings can be generalized also for other types of point
processes, i.e. renewal processes that describe the incoming
spiking activity. Renewal processes are for example spike trains
that are defined by just the inter spike interval distribution. The
typical differences between the power spectrum of an arbitrary
renewal process and a Poisson process (Fig. 5b2 and b3) are
restricted to frequency components lower than the spiking
frequency (Pipa et al., submitted for publication; Lindner, 2006). In
contrast, high-frequency spectral components of the spike trains
are mainly determined by the spike wave form and are therefore
rather independent of the temporal structure of the firing (Fig. 5b2
and b3).

This allows us to easily generalize the findings by Miller et al.
(2009). Deviation from Poisson statistics basically introduces
a low frequency structure in the spectral profile of the spike train
(Fig. 5c2 and c3). For g-band processes, for example, the spectral
profile of the spike train and the synaptic currents have a dominant
frequency equal to the expected spike rate (Pipa et al., submitted for
publication; Lindner, 2006). With other words, if the spiking
activity is not Poissonian but slightly structured such as in the
example of regular g-processes, the peak frequency in the power
spectrum scales linearly with the firing frequency. For frequencies
higher than the firing frequency the relevant 1/f2 scaling is expec-
ted to be rather independent of the exact temporal structure of the
spike train. These arguments support the idea that broad band high
g-band spectral profiles can be used to estimate the spike rate of an
underlying population.

Finally, broad-band g frequency components (Fig. 5f2 and f3)
can also result from short lasting (Fig. 5f1, red) and jagged
oscillation spindles (Fig. 5f1, blue). Short lasting jagged oscillation
spindles are patterns that are periodic or quasi periodic and last
for an interval of just a few oscillation cycles. Any spectral anal-
ysis tool will transform such a jagged short lasting spindle into
broad-band spectra with peaks at harmonic frequencies (Fig. 5f2
and f3).

5. High g-band oscillations in cortical networks

While earlier studies with invasive and non-invasive electro-
physiological methods have concentrated on g-band oscillations
between 30 and 60 Hz, the current data highlight the relevance of
high g-band activity for cortical computations. Data from LFP-, EEG-
and MEG-recordings show that g-band oscillations occur
frequently up to 100 Hz and in some cases even up to 200 Hz and
above and are closely related to a range of cognitive and perceptual
functions. In addition, preliminary evidence suggests that abnor-
malities in high g-band activity may also be involved in psychiatric
and neurological disorders, such as schizophrenia and epilepsy. In
the following section, we will discuss some of the implications of
these findings for the understanding of g-band oscillations as well
as provide some considerations in regards to the measurement and
analysis of high g-band activity (Fig. 6).

5.1. Diversity of high g-band oscillations

Our review indicates that high g-band oscillations are diverse in
regards to the generating mechanisms and functions. Thus, oscil-
latory activity >60 Hz comprises the fast oscillatory patterning of
responses in the retina that propagates through visual pathways
(U-oscillations) (Munk and Neuenschwander, 2000), induced
rhythmic activity during cognitive and perceptual tasks between 60
and 200 Hz (i.e. Colgin et al., 2009; Gruetzner et al., 2010; Ray et al.,
2008a) as well as ripples that can reach in certain cases frequencies
up to 600 Hz (Bragin et al., 2010). Clearly, these examples of high
g-band oscillations are distinct, suggesting that frequency alone is
not sufficient to allow for a differentiation between different
oscillatory phenomena. Instead, these data call for a close integra-
tion between invasive electrophysiology and non-invasive EEG-
and MEG-approaches that allow the characterization of high
g-band activity and their respective generating mechanisms.

5.2. Low vs. high g-band activity: a valid distinction?

Although g-band oscillations >60 Hz can be reliably measured
with several techniques, questions remain regarding the validity of
this distinction. In several studies (e.g., Axmacher et al., 2010;
Pesaran et al., 2002; Uhlhaas et al., 2006), g-band oscillations do
not follow strictly the separation into a low and high g-band
rhythm and involve frequency modulation in both bands.

In addition, shifts in the frequency of g-band oscillations have
been observed as a result of changes in stimulus characteristics. In
the visual cortex, it is well documented that oscillation frequency
depends on stimulus parameters, such as speed (Gray et al., 1990;
Gray and Viana Di Prisco, 1997; Friedman-Hill et al., 2000; Lima
et al., 2010) and spatial frequency (Hadjipapas et al., 2007).
g-band oscillations may also exhibit considerable shifts in
frequency in response to complex stimuli, such as moving plaids,
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Fig. 5. Mechanisms of high g-band activity. Illustration of two mechanisms that can generate high g-band activity. The first half of the figure (rows aec) demonstrates how spiking
activity, that is completely uncorrelated, can induce high g-band activity. a1 shows the temporal activation of synaptic currents. It is modeled by an alpha function with a polynomial
rise and an exponential decay. b1 shows two types of spike trains with at a rate of 30 Hz. Red spikes are generated by a Poisson process, blue spikes by a gamma process with a shape
factor of 15. c1 shows the synaptic currents, derived by a convolution of the kernel from a1 with the spikes train in b1. a2, b2, and c2 show the power spectrum of the respective
signals shown in a1, a2, and a3. The peak frequency of the g spike train is directly determined by the firing frequency of the process (here 30 Hz). For fast firing neurons also much
higher frequencies are possible. The decay of spectral power for large frequencies is mainly determined by the filter response in a2. a3, b3, and c3 show the same as a2, b2, and c2
but with logarithmic scales for both the x and y axis. The second half of the figure (rows def) shows high g-band activity based on short lasting oscillation spindles. a1 shows two
oscillatory signals with a frequency of 30 Hz and with a small noise component (white noise, SNR 10). The first signal (red) is a pure sinusoidal signal. The second signal is non-
sinusoidal (2(sin (2Pft)10 � 0.5)) and therefore induces harmonics in the spectrum (see d2 and d3). e1 shows a windowing function, here Gaussian. f1 shows the signals form d1
windowed with the function in e1. d2ef2 and d3ef3 show the corresponding power spectra for the signal and window function.
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probably because they induce fundamentally different patterns of
activation in the cortex (Lima et al., 2010).

However, there is also consistent evidence that distinctions
between low and high g-band oscillations may be heuristically
useful because they reflect distinct physiological processes. This
view is supported by the following evidence: 1) several studies (e.g.,
Colgin et al., 2009; Crone et al.,1998; Hoogenboomet al., 2006) have
clearly demonstrated both low and high g-band oscillations that
undergo distinct and non-overlapping frequency modulations. 2)
Low and high g-band oscillations can be correlated with different
cognitive processes (Vidal et al., 2006; Wyart and Tallon-Baudry,
2008). 3) Both low and high g-band oscillations can be generated
by recurrent inhibition but differ in their relationship to spiking
activity of PV-interneurons, their pharmacological modulation
profiles as well as their layer specificity (Oke et al., 2010; van der
Meer and Redish, 2009).
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5.3. Low vs. high g-band activity: selective routing of information

The close association between the modulation of both low and
high g-band activity and cognitive processes suggests that different
g-band frequencies are recruited for the dynamic formation of
distinct assemblies that underlie a specific behavioural or cognitive
function. Separation of frequency bands could enhance the selec-
tivity of information exchange between population of neurons. It
would allow for precise synchrony within assemblies and segre-
gation of different assemblies (Fries, 2005). Accordingly, both low
and high g-band activity could provide a framework for multi-
plexing that facilitates parallel processing in cortical networks at
multiple temporal scales (Roopun et al., 2008b; Wyart and Tallon-
Baudry, 2008).

Support for this hypothesis was reported by Colgin et al. (2009).
They showed that through differential modulation of low and high
g-band activity, selective routing of information between the
entorhinal cortex and hippocampus was established. Thus, high-
g-band oscillations synchronised with high-g-band in CA1,
whereas oscillations in the 25e50 Hz frequency range were
coherent between CA1 and CA3.

Selective routing of information has also been correlated with
attentional processes. In a series of studies in monkey area V4, Fries
and collaborators (Fries, 2009; Fries et al., 2001b, 2008) have put
forward an appealing hypothesis in which selective attention is
achieved through routing of information within neuronal pop-
ulations oscillating coherently at the same g-band frequency (Fries
et al., 2001b, Womelsdorf et al., 2007; Fries, 2009).

Interestingly, it has been recently shown that the frontal eye
field (FEF) initiates synchronization of g-band responses in a spatial
attention task in area V4 at a narrow frequency band (from 40 to
60 Hz), even though cells in the FEF oscillated within a much
broader frequency band up to 150 Hz (Gregoriou et al., 2009).
Although not shown in this study, it is conceivable that high g-band
oscillations in the FEF activity serve selective communication with
areas other than V4 while they are at the same time phase-locked
with V4 at lower frequencies. In this case, coordination of activity
relevant for an attentional task would involve multiplexing of
functional sub-networks operating in distinct g-bands, as it has
been shown in the hippocampus (Tort et al., 2010, 2008).

5.4. Individual differences and high and low g-band oscillations

Further evidence for the possible relevance of distinct g-band
oscillations comes from studies which have examined individual
differences.

Hoogenboom et al. (2006) examined the variability of high and
low g-band activity in MEG-data. Comparison between participants
revealed that some individuals exhibited clearly separated spectral
bands (w40 Hz and between 70 and 80 Hz) whereas others did not.
In addition, the distribution of low and high g-band activity
remained highly stable after a second measurement, suggesting
that the two g-band frequencies may reflect a trait marker of
cortical processing. Data reported by Edden et al. (2009) suggests
that differences in the frequency of g-band oscillations may reflect
differences inGABA-neurotransmission.

Results from a recent study by Lima et al. (2010) support the
variability of g-band oscillations. Comparisons of LFP responses in
the visual cortex of monkeys revealed surprisingly high interindi-
vidual variability in g-bands frequency. In response to the same
stimulus (moving gratings at the preferred direction with compa-
rable size, spatial frequency and speed), oscillation frequency could
vary two-fold across the individuals (from 30 to 65 Hz). Interest-
ingly, when comparisons were made for the two hemispheres of
the same monkey, the frequency distributions were very similar. As
shown in Fig. 7, these results indicate that different individuals
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differ significantly with respect to the dominant g-band frequen-
cies. Thus, there appear to exist a spectral signature reflecting the
differences in the functional architecture of the cortex.

5.5. High g-band activity and low frequency oscillations

Neural oscillations occur over a wide range of frequencies and
recent evidence suggests that different frequency bands are linked
through cross-frequency interactions (Jensen and Colgin, 2007;
Palva and Palva, 2005).

Canolty et al. (2006) demonstrated a similar relationship for the
modulation of high g-band activity through the phase of q-band
oscillations. The authors analysed EcoG-signals in frontal and
temporal cortices from five patients undergoing neurosurgical
treatment for epilepsy. The authors observed a strong increase of
oscillatory activity between 20 and 200 Hz, during an auditory
working memory task. In addition, the amplitude of g-band oscil-
lations between 80 and 150 Hzwas significantly correlatedwith the
phase of the q-rhythm, suggesting that coupling between these two
frequencies supports higher cognitive functions.

Similarly, Colgin et al. (2009) showed that high g-band activity
was phase-locked to the hippocampal q-rhythm. Interestingly, low
and high g-band activity occurred at different phases of the CA1 q
rhythm. Oscillations in the 60e140 Hz band were associated with
the trough of the q-cycle whereas low g-band activity was maximal
near the peak.

These data on the relationship between high g-band activity and
the phase of the q-cycle are consistent with a large body of evidence
that has linked low g-band activity with q oscillations. Several
authors (e.g., Lisman and Buzsáki, 2008) have proposed that the
combination of g- with q-oscillations provides a neural mechanism
for the recall of items from long-term memory as well as for the
maintenance of information in working memory. The findings by
Colgin et al. (2009) and Canolty et al. (2006) suggest that this
mechanism utilizes frequencies in the high g-band range as well.

5.6. High g-band activity: relationship to BOLD signals and EEG-data

High g-band oscillations may also be related to other indexes of
neural activity, such as the BOLD signal. Evidence for a close rela-
tionship between high g-band oscillations and changes in the
hemodynamic signal was reported by Niessing et al. (2005). The
authors examined simultaneously recorded electrical (LFP) signals
and hemodynamic responses with optical imaging in the cat visual
cortex. Correlations between the amplitude of LFPs across a wide
frequency range and changes in the hemodynamic response to
different visual stimulation conditions showed a consistent rela-
tionship between the modulation of high g-band oscillations and
hemodynamic responses. Increases in the hemodynamic response
were significantly correlated with high g-band activity but not with
low g-band oscillations or activity in the q-, a-, and b-band. In
addition, the hemodynamic response was only loosely coupled to
action potential frequency suggesting that BOLD signals may
reflect high g-band oscillations and the underlying physiological
mechanisms.

While there is a good convergence between data from recent
MEG- and ECoG-studies on the relationship between high g-band
oscillations and cognitive processes, oscillations >60 Hz have been
rarely observed in the scalp-recorded EEG-data. Reasons for the
differences between the two recording techniques could be the
higher sensitivity of MEG to tangential as opposed to radial sources.
In addition, it has been argued that the skull acts as a low-pass filter
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(Pfurtscheller and Cooper, 1975), leading to diminished signal
strength at higher frequencies in the EEG, whereas MEG-signals are
not influenced by different tissue conductances.

However, preliminary evidence suggests that high g-band oscil-
lations can also be recorded in the EEG. In a recent study, we (Best
et al., submitted for publication) employed a contour integration
paradigm (Field et al.,1993) that allows precise control over grouping
parameters. Subjects were presented with contours among noise
elements for 200ms. Task difficultywas varied in three conditions by
modifying the density ratio of signal to noise elements and by
changing the degree to which the signal elements were adapted to
the ideal contour. EEG signals showed that grouping-related g-band
oscillations occurred mainly in the 60e120 Hz frequency range that
correlated systematically with stimulus properties. These data
suggest that high g-band activity can be measured in scalp-recorded
EEG signals. However, further studies are necessary that investigate
the limits of measuring high g-band activity in EEG-data.

6. Summary

The current evidence suggests that g-band oscillations >60 Hz
represent a robust phenomenon in electrophysiological recordings
that may be crucial for the understanding of neural oscillations and
synchrony in cortical networks. Our review suggests systematic
correlations between modulation of high g-band activity and
a wide range of cognitive and perceptual processes that parallel
findings obtained for low g-band oscillations. In addition, prelim-
inary evidence suggests that high g-band oscillations may also be
relevant for the understanding of psychiatric and neurological
conditions, such as schizophrenia and epilepsy. Finally, correlations
with other indices of neurophysiological activity, such as BOLD,
highlight the potential importance of high g-band activity as
a fundamental aspect of brain functioning.

Yet, several issues remain to be addressed in future research that
will be crucial for the progress in this field. Our review suggests that
the mechanisms generating oscillations >60 Hz remain unclear and
that oscillations between 60 and 200 Hz can be generated by diverse
synaptic and non-synaptic processes. Specifically, the questions to
what extent broad bandmodulations of g-band activity, for example,
reflect spiking activity is of central importance for the interpretation
of neurophysiological signals in LFP and ECoG-data. Accordingly,
further researchwill be required that spansmultiple levels, including
in-vitro models and computational work, that allows the integration
of macroscopic signals with cellular and synaptic physiology.

In conclusion, high g-band activity may become a fundamental
aspect of temporal coding in cortical networks through supporting
precise spiking activity in local cortical circuits. Given the
involvement of high g-band oscillations in awide range of cognitive
processes and basic physiological mechanisms, it may hold crucial
insights for the understanding of normal and abnormal brain
functioning.
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